February 2018

JAPAN
Rising Startups
Rising rapidly
from far east.

#Japan4YFN

The first-ever Japan Pavilion at 4YFN.
Shall cause a big wave eventually,
even small at the beginning.
All Japan startups, hoist your sails! Catch the wind!
Voyage on the ocean even red!

by amegumi inc.
We are developing a new OS for smartphones. This advantage
is that people can keep using this smartphone with our OS
longer than Android. We've already found a production
company. We are ready to tap into a huge market partnering
with one of the largest trading companies in Japan. Missing
piece is distribution partner.

FutuRocket is making things by project basis and had selected
and joined IoT. Make Bootcamp, an acceleration program by
Sharp corporation. Developing “hackfon” , a device to turn an
analog phone to a latest smart remote. Achieved first
crowdfunding target by Indiegogo
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MAMORIO is the world’ s smallest bluetooth tag which
protects your valuables. If you forget or lose your item which is
connected to your MAMORIO, you will be alerted. Other
MAMORIO users and MAMORIO spots at train station can also
locate your MAMORIO when you turn on Cloud Tracking.

App Ape is a mobile app analytics platform where app
publishers can access their competitors’ data and key metrics.
App Ape has focused on specializing in US and Japan and
South Korea markets, and provides high value in usage data
such as user demographics and the number of active users in a
certain period of time besides store and sales stats.
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Our mission is Security For All. We want to make the internet a
safer place and protect your business & your customers.Our
easy to implement SaaS-based security solutions will protect
your website from bots, spam, humans and more. Our security
lineup includes: Puzzle & Avatar CAPTCHA, Realtime IP
Blacklist, & Riskbase Authentication.

We aim to simplify our modern lifestyle associated with
wearable devices, provide adjustable SNS voice over
technology, and create smart and effective communication for
all of us. We sell our hearable devices at retailers in Japan and
provide the software suite for hearable makers. like Pioneer,
Onkyo and so on.
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SCAN for
All Information of
Japan Rising Startups
We are providing 'Hyperlink of Things®' which connects
physical objects with a variety of online information and
services in the real world. People can go online immediately on
the spot by simply holding smartphone over the tiny device,
without installing apps.
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